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inhabitants their energy and their ability to resist disease
For better or for worse these changes are continuous and
almost imperceptible The hardy and industrious Chinese
the malaria riddled Indian the fun loving Polynesian are all
what they are partly because of the climate of their home
lands
In short it is not too much to say that climate in addition
to its powerful influence over the food man eats the clothes
he wears and the shelter he requires also decides to some
extent the level of his civilization His standard of living
helps to determine the character of his culture Every study
of Pacific peoples will furnish illustrations of these facts
The Maoris of New Zealand migrating from their warmer
home m mythical Hawaiki had to adapt themselves to
colder conditions which called for greater effort In the
struggle they developed great mental and physical powers
invented tools built houses and wove clothing suited to the
new environment developed an elaborate social system and
raised their status among the peoples of the world to a high
level The history of the Japanese the achievements of the
Eskimo in the Arctic regions the adaptation of Europeans
to the new countries of the Pacific even the struggle of
tbe primitive Australian aboriginal against the and conditions
of his homeland furnish other instances of the influence of
climate on man
The most important aspects of climate in this connection
can best be studied by considering separately the chief
factors influencing weather such as heat and cold the effects
of alfett&Le the aH important air pressure and circulation and
t|je consequent wetness or dryness of different regions On
titese will depend the control which climate will exercise
im human hie and progress Owing to the moderating
mUtseaees of great masses of water and the comparative

